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A REVOLUTION IN 
EVOLUTION™



MAXYGEN MIMICS 
THE PROCESS 

OF EVOLUTION FOR
THE CREATION 

OF NOVEL PRODUCTS

FOR MILLENNIA HUMANS HAVE USED 
BREEDING AND EVOLUTION TO PRODUCE 

DESIRED TRAITS IN PLANTS AND ANIMALS. 
MAXYGEN’S PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGIES BRING 
TOGETHER ADVANCES IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 

AND CLASSICAL BREEDING, WHILE CAPITALIZING 
ON THE WEALTH OF GENETIC INFORMATION 

BEING DEVELOPED BY GENOMICS.



WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR IN A DOG? Over thousands of years, humans have used classical breeding
to produce dogs that can serve almost any task and survive 
in almost any environment. There are now more than 400
breeds of dog in the world, each with different traits which 
are passed on from one generation to the next. Maxygen’s
MolecularBreeding™ technologies mimic classical breeding 
at the molecular level, creating new generations of high- 
quality products.
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FRAGRANCE

Simple species of roses grew in China 3,000 years ago. 
By the Middle Ages, color, scent and beauty had become highly 
sought-after characteristics, and gardeners turned their hand to 
breeding hybrids. By the end of the eighteenth century, there
were more than 1,000 varieties of roses – each with different
characteristics and strengths. Maxygen’s proprietary Molecular-
Breeding™ technologies allow for the selection of specific 
product qualities and characteristics.

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR IN A ROSE?

COLOR



WEAK
SAFE

EFFECTIVE
TOXIC

INEXPENSIVE

WHAT CHARACTERISTICS ARE YOU LOOKING FOR IN THE PRODUCTS YOU BUY? 

STRONG
NUTRITIOUS

CLEAN
EFFICIENT
PAINFUL

You probably want your products to be safe, effective, affordable
and environmentally friendly. Maxygen’s MolecularBreeding™

technologies may allow for the creation of drugs that have fewer
side effects, vaccines that are more effective against disease,
chemical processes that are more efficient and generate less
waste, and agricultural products with higher yield and increased
nutritional qualities.



DEFINE YOUR 
QUESTION 

MAXYGEN WILL FIND 
THE ANSWER

MAXYGEN’S PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGIES 
ARE FAST, INEXPENSIVE, 

COMMERCIALLY-FOCUSED AND 
RESULTS-ORIENTED.



and results-oriented. Maxygen’s approach, unlike conventional approaches, requires minimal
understanding of complex underlying biological mechanisms. 

There are two components of Maxygen’s MolecularBreeding™ directed molecular evolution 
technologies. The first is a series of DNAShuffling™ recombination processes which allows for
the recombination of families of related genes and results in the creation of a diverse library of
novel proprietary genes and proteins. The second is MaxyScan™screening technologies, a series
of proprietary specialized screening capabilities for the selection of desired commercial 
properties from the library of novel genes and proteins. The combination of DNAShuffling™ and
MaxyScan™ specialized screening capabilities enables Maxygen to identify novel products in a
rapid, cost-effective manner.

Maxygen’s technologies represent an integrated platform in which the desired genetic trait is
generated in a two-step process that mimics the natural events of evolution. First, genes are
subjected to DNAShuffling,™ generating a diverse library of novel gene sequences. Second, the 
individual gene products of the library are subsequently selected using our specialized MaxyScan™

screening systems. The gene products that show improvements in the desired characteristics
become the initial lead candidates. After confirmation of activity, the initial lead candidates are
then used as the genetic starting material for additional rounds of DNAShuffling.™ Once the 
level of improvement needed for the particular commercial application is achieved, the group 
of lead candidates is moved forward to the product or process development stage.

The modern biotechnology industry was founded on the ability to isolate native genes and
express their proteins in production systems. Despite some notable exceptions, the majority of
proteins discovered by scientists and developed by the modern biotechnology industry have not
been commercially successful. This lack of product success is due in part to the fact that the
relevant genes and proteins were not evolved for commercial purposes.

Many biotechnology product candidates have been abandoned during development or never
pursued due to the unsuitability of the original proteins for commercial uses. Typical deficien-
cies of genes and proteins which limit their commercial utility as therapeutic products include
inappropriate bioavailability and stability, difficulty and cost of manufacture, lack of specificity,
toxicity and other side effects. In applications such as agricultural biotechnology and biocatalysis
for chemical processes, problems include protein expression levels, specificity, stability, enzyme
efficiency under industrial manufacturing conditions and purity. In addition, potential products
with the highest commercial value often result from the action of multiple genes or multiple
biological reactions and are difficult to optimize with modern biotechnology techniques. 

Maxygen has developed a proprietary directed molecular evolution technology called Molecular-
Breeding™ that addresses the limitations of traditional biotechnology by maximizing genetic
diversity through directed evolution at the molecular level. Maximizing genetic diversity
increases the opportunity for developing characteristics optimally suited for a specific com-
mercial purpose. Maxygen’s proprietary technologies bring together advances in molecular 
biology and classical breeding, while capitalizing on the wealth of genetic information being
developed by genomics. Maxygen’s technologies are fast, inexpensive, commercially-focused

MAXYGEN IS FOCUSED ON
CREATING BETTER PRODUCTS FASTER
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Parent Genes Shuffled Offspring

Maxygen’s proprietary platform technologies involve the rapid
recombination of families of related genes in order to produce
populations of novel gene sequences evolved and optimized for
specific functions and uses.

MaxyScan™ Screening ➝

DNAShuffling™ ➝

Optimized Gene(s)

MOLECULARBREEDING™

Repeat Process



Step One: DNAShuffling™ Recombination Technologies. Maxygen’s DNAShuffling™ recombination
technologies work as follows: a single gene or multiple related genes are cleaved into fragments
and recombined creating a population of novel gene sequences. The novel genes created 
by DNAShuffling™ are then selected for one or more desired characteristics. This selection
process yields a population of genes which becomes the starting point for the next cycle of
recombination. As with classical breeding, this process is repeated until genes expressing the
desired properties are identified. DNAShuffling™ can be used to evolve properties which are
coded for by single genes, multiple gene pathways and entire genomes. By repeating the
process, DNAShuffling™ ultimately can generate libraries with a high percentage of functional
genes. Due to the high quality of these libraries, only a relatively small number of assays 
need to be performed in order to identify gene variants with the desired commercial qualities.
This process can significantly reduce the cost and time associated with identifying multiple
product candidates.

Step Two: MaxyScan™ Screening Systems. The ability to screen or select for a desired improve-
ment in gene function is essential to the effective development of a gene or protein with the
desired property. As a result, Maxygen has invested significant resources in developing auto-
mated, rapid screens and selection formats. Maxygen has developed flexible screening systems
which measure the production of small molecules in culture without significant purification
steps or specific assay reagents, thereby eliminating two time-consuming steps required for 
traditional screening. Maxygen has also developed reliable, cell-based screens that are predic-
tive of specific functions relevant to our human therapeutics programs. Maxygen continues to
develop new screening approaches and technologies to accelerate the identification of desired

improvements. Maxygen’s approach is to create multitiered screening systems whereby a less
sensitive screen is used to rapidly select gene products with the desired characteristics, 
followed by a more sensitive screen to confirm value in these variants and to select for final
lead product candidates. Unlike alternative approaches which create random diversity,
MolecularBreeding™ technologies can produce high-quality libraries of genetic diversity with a
predominance of active functional genes. This allows Maxygen to use complex biological
screens and formats as a final test, as relatively few gene products must be screened in order
to detect an improvement in the starting gene activity. 

Maxygen has consistently achieved improvement in gene function using our Molecular-
Breeding™ technologies. Impressive results have been demonstrated in many different systems
that have relevance to multiple commercial applications. Maxygen’s technologies have the 
ability to generate improvements that would be difficult, costly, time intensive, and, in many
cases, impossible to achieve using other methods. Maxygen has shown that it can achieve
improved gene function without a detailed understanding of the underlying complex biological
processes. For example, Maxygen has demonstrated its ability to improve genes that increase
the antiviral activity of a protein and also the ability to develop novel enzymes which have the
potential to streamline chemical and pharmaceutical manufacturing processes. In addition,
Maxygen has improved the performance of subtilisin, one of the most commercially valuable
laundry detergent enzymes. Subtilisin is one of the most highly studied and engineered enzymes.
This example demonstrates the ability of MolecularBreeding™ to achieve significant improve-
ments beyond the limits of modern biotechnology.
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MAXYGEN’S DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS Maxygen has validated its technology in scientific publications
demonstrating several different applications of its Molecular-
Breeding™ technologies in optimizing proteins for potential 
protein pharmaceuticals, industrial enzymes, metabolic path-
ways and chemical manufacturing processes.



MAXYGEN’S TECHNOLOGIES
ADDRESS A NUMBER OF
MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR

INDUSTRIES. 

CHEMICALS

NEW
BUSINESSESAGRICULTURE

VACCINES

MAXYGEN’S TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM

PROTEIN
PHARMACEUTICALS

Maxygen’s current target markets include protein pharmaceuticals,
chemicals, vaccines and agriculture. Within these markets,
Maxygen is focusing its efforts on specific high-value opportunities.

MAXYGEN’S
TECHNOLOGY

PLATFORM



A WORLD OF 
OPPORTUNITY 

A LIMITLESS RANGE
OF APPLICATIONS

ANY PRODUCT OR PROCESS THAT
INVOLVES DNA, RNA OR PROTEINS CAN

BE ADDRESSED BY MAXYGEN’S 
MOLECULARBREEDING™ TECHNOLOGIES.



Expand Strategic Collaborations and Grants. Maxygen will continue to establish strategic collab-
orations with leading companies in different industries. Maxygen will also pursue additional
grants from major U.S. government agencies. Maxygen’s goal is to leverage the combined 
expertise of the Company and its collaborators. Maxygen will seek to receive financial support
from its collaborators for research and development of products and its core technologies, as
well as potential milestone and royalty payments on any products commercialized. 

Maximize Commercial Applications of Technologies. Maxygen plans to develop multiple products
for multiple industries with short-, medium-, and long-term commercial opportunities. Maxygen
believes its technologies have broad commercial applications, including the development of
new and improved pharmaceuticals and vaccines, better agricultural products and more 
efficient chemical manufacturing systems. 

Retain Commercialization Rights. Maxygen has retained rights to the majority of commercial 
targets addressable by its MolecularBreeding™ technologies. This allows Maxygen the flexibility
to invest its own funds in certain specific product opportunities with the aim of capturing a high
percentage of profits through later-stage partnering or possibly through full commercialization.

Maxygen is the world leader in the commercialization of products and processes developed
using directed molecular evolution. There are four basic elements to Maxygen’s business strategy:

Expand Proprietary Technology Leadership. In order to expand its technology leadership, Maxygen
will continue to develop its core MolecularBreeding™ technologies by investing significantly 
in research and development. Maxygen will also in-license and acquire technologies that com-
plement its core capabilities. Maxygen will protect and build on its existing patent portfolio and
also rely on trade secrets to protect its proprietary technologies. In addition, Maxygen will con-
tinue to recruit and collaborate with leaders in the field of directed molecular evolution. 

Maxygen has an extensive patent portfolio including six issued U.S. patents relating to its 
proprietary MolecularBreeding™ technologies. Counterpart applications of these U.S. patents are
pending in other major industrial countries. As of March 1, 2000, Maxygen had an additional
86 pending U.S. patent applications and 70 pending foreign and international counterpart
applications relating to its MolecularBreeding™ technologies and specialized screening tech-
nologies, and the application of these technologies to diverse industries including agriculture,
protein pharmaceuticals, vaccines, gene therapy, chemicals, and small molecule therapeutics. 

COMMERCIAL STRATEGY
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MAXYGEN’S CORPORATE AND GOVERNMENT ALLIANCES An important component of Maxygen’s business and academic
strategy is to establish strategic collaborations with industry
leaders in each of its business areas. To date, Maxygen has
total committed funding of over $100 million from its corporate
collaborators and government grants, and may receive over
$145 million in potential milestones.

NOVO NORDISK
DUPONT/
PIONEER
HI-BRED

ASTRA/ 
ZENECADSM

NIST/ATP

DARPA
NATIONAL 
CANCER

INSTITUTE

RIO TINTO



VALUABLE
NEW PRODUCTS 

TO COMBAT 
DISEASE

MOLECULARBREEDING™

IS BEING USED TO DEVELOP MORE 
EFFECTIVE AND SAFER TREATMENTS 

FOR MANY DISEASES.



CANCER
MS

HEPATITIS
AIDS

HOW CAN WE DEVELOP NEW AND BETTER DRUGS AND VACCINES TO TREAT THESE DISEASES?

ARTHRITIS
DIABETES
ALLERGY
MALARIA

MolecularBreeding™ has the ability to improve existing medicines
and create entirely new products in the areas of protein pharma-
ceuticals, vaccines, novel small molecule therapeutics, and gene
therapy. MolecularBreeding™ will give scientists the ability to
select for desired therapeutic effects and to create better drugs.



Therapeutic and Preventative Vaccines. Worldwide sales of vaccines in 1998 exceeded $4 billion
and are expected to exceed approximately $10 billion by 2005. Vaccines have been used 
for decades to prevent the onset of infectious disease in humans and animals. The vaccine 
market has the potential to increase dramatically for several reasons. Firstly, vaccines are 
recognized as the preferred therapy for numerous infectious diseases given the increasing 
drug resistance of pathogens and the inability to prevent or effectively treat traditional 
and newly emerging viral infections. Secondly, vaccines are also being investigated as treat-
ments for cancer, autoimmune diseases, allergies, and other non-infectious diseases. Thirdly,
vaccines are being used increasingly by adult populations. Finally, vaccines are being used
increasingly by travellers from developed countries.

Vaccines are typically comprised of two elements: antigens, which are components of the invading
pathogen that are recognized by cells of the immune system and trigger the body’s defenses; and
adjuvants, which are immune system boosters. The development of vaccines has been hindered
because existing antigens and adjuvants are limited in their ability to generate the required
immune responses. Maxygen believes that it can generate novel protein antigens and adjuvants
that have the potential to overcome the limitations of traditional vaccine development.

Maxygen has built its research and development capabilities in the vaccine area with the 
support of government grant funding and has retained full commercialization rights. Total com-
mitted government grant funding in the vaccine area is over $22 million.

Maxygen believes its MolecularBreeding™ technologies have the ability to transform the design
and development of vaccines through the optimization of properties that allow for the generation

HUMAN THERAPEUTICS 
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of broad and strong immune responses. This would enable Maxygen to address both the 
treatment and prevention of a wide variety of diseases including cancer, allergies, autoimmune
disease and infectious diseases such as AIDS and hepatitis. Maxygen is developing a portfolio of
products in the vaccine area, including proprietary novel optimized antigens and adjuvants for
stimulating the immune system.

Protein Pharmaceuticals. In 1998, the worldwide sales of recombinant therapeutic proteins were
approximately $17 billion, and are projected to reach approximately $19 billion in 2000.
Recombinant protein pharmaceutical products, such as erythropoietin (1998 worldwide sales of
$4 billion) and granulocyte colony stimulating factor (1998 worldwide sales of over $1.6 billion)
represent some of the world’s highest revenue-generating pharmaceutical products. While some
native protein pharmaceuticals can address large markets, many native proteins are not well-
suited for commercialization without modification. Maxygen believes that its MolecularBreeding™

technologies provide the capabilities necessary to attain this optimization.

Maxygen’s MolecularBreeding™ technologies could also potentially be applied to protein phar-
maceuticals to improve desirable biological activities, alter receptor specificity and binding
activity, and reduce harmful side effects and toxicities. Maxygen is targeting the development
of improved second-generation protein pharmaceuticals as well as pioneering new protein 
pharmaceutical therapies.

The area of human therapeutics presents a significant opportunity for Maxygen as the rapid cloning
and sequencing of the human genome is leading to the identification of hundreds of new genes
and proteins that could potentially be optimized and developed as novel protein pharmaceuticals.
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Develop novel 
first-generation 

protein 
pharmaceuticals

Rescue 
failed products

Develop 
improved 

second-generation 
protein 

pharmaceuticals

PROTEIN PHARMACEUTICALSVACCINES

Enhance 
drug delivery

THERAPEUTIC 
VACCINES

CANCER
HIV

AUTOIMMUNITY
HEPATITIS

PREVENTATIVE
VACCINES

EMERGING 
DISEASES

ADULT 
VACCINES

PROTEIN
PHARMACEUTICALS



BETTER CHEMICALS
LOWER COSTS 
LESS WASTE

MOLECULARBREEDING™ IS CREATING NEW 
AND IMPROVED PRODUCTS AND 

PROCESSES FOR THE $800 BILLION DOLLAR 
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.



CHEAP
RESILIENT
DURABLE

WASHABLE

HOW DO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER?

FLEXIBLE
CONVENIENT

CLEAN
ATTRACTIVE

Many everyday products are made from industrial chemicals.
Chemical products make our lives easier, from stain resistant 
carpets and durable kitchen counters to sterile plastic medical
supplies that save lives. MolecularBreeding™ technologies have
the potential to deliver huge benefits to the chemical industry 
by reducing its costs and increasing its revenues through greater
efficiency, less waste and better end products.



The chemicals industry is comprised of three major segments: commodity, specialty and fine 
chemicals. Together, 1998 sales in these segments exceeded $800 billion. Within these 
segments, approximately $50 billion is readily addressable by biological processing; either by 
fermentation or biocatalysis. An additional $200 billion has been identified as being potentially
addressable by biological approaches within the next 10–20 years. Included in the potential
market is the manufacturing of major chemicals, plastics, vitamins, pharmaceutical inter-
mediates, biocatalysts, pigments and additives in paint and the polymers and fibers in our
clothing. 

Native enzymes are generally not able to meet the stringent activity requirements that would
allow for the broad commercial use of biocatalysts. Maxygen has demonstrated that its
MolecularBreeding™ technologies allow for the creation of novel biocatalysts and metabolic
pathways that overcome the limitations of native enzymes. Maxygen is currently generating
libraries of proprietary biocatalysts which it believes will offer a significant competitive advan-
tage over existing chemical catalysts. These biocatalysts could provide increased yields and
decreased manufacturing costs by a reduction in requirements for raw materials, capital equip-
ment and energy. In addition, Maxygen believes these biocatalysts will have applicability in 
generating novel valuable materials.

Maxygen has established three collaborations in the chemical industry, one with Novo Nordisk,
the world’s leading manufacturer of industrial enzymes, another with DSM, a leader in the 
production of bulk antibiotic products and intermediates, and most recently a collaboration with
Rio Tinto, one of the world’s largest mining companies. 

CHEMICALS

Maxygen’s five-year partnership with Novo Nordisk was established in September 1997. Novo
Nordisk is the world leader in the industrial enzyme market. Together with Novo Nordisk,
Maxygen is applying its MolecularBreeding™ technologies toward the potential production of
improved industrial enzymes. For example, Maxygen has significantly improved multiple com-
mercially relevant properties in subtilisin, one of the world’s most valuable industrial enzyme
products. Under the agreement, Novo Nordisk will pay Maxygen royalties on sales of industrial
enzyme products that are developed through its MolecularBreeding™ technologies.

In March 1999, Maxygen commenced a three-year strategic collaboration with DSM to evolve
novel enzymes for use in the manufacture of certain classes of penicillin antibiotics. Maxygen
is receiving research funding over the three-year collaboration, and will receive royalties 
from the implementation of evolved enzymes developed through its MolecularBreeding™

technologies.

In January 2000, Maxygen established a three-year strategic collaboration with Rio Tinto to
develop novel chemical processes. In this collaboration, Maxygen will use its Molecular-
Breeding™ technologies to develop enzymatic systems to increase the efficiency of carbon 
dioxide fixation in connection with the combustion of fossil fuels. Maxygen will receive funding
for research and technology advancement fees, and Rio Tinto and Maxygen will share revenues
from certain products or processes that are commercialized under the collaboration.
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MOLECULARBREEDING™ CAN POTENTIALLY 
PROVIDE VALUABLE BENEFITS 

TO AGRICULTURE, INCLUDING CROP 
PROTECTION, YIELD INCREASE, IMPROVED 

NUTRITIONAL QUALITY AND ENABLING 
THE USE OF PLANTS AS FACTORIES.

SUSTAINABLE 
AGRICULTURE

FOR A GROWING 
POPULATION 



A third of the world’s crops are lost each year through weeds,
pests and disease. Overuse of chemical herbicides and pesticides
is destroying the already fragile environment. MolecularBreeding™

can potentially be used to deal with these issues and to increase
the nutritional value and quality of our food, and to enable the
cost-effective production of valuable pharmaceutical products or
other high-value chemicals in plants.

ADAPTABILITY

RESISTANCE

YIELD

HOW DO YOU WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR CROPS?

FLAVOR

HARDINESS

STRENGTH

ABUNDANCE



In December 1998, Maxygen entered into a five-year strategic collaboration with Dupont/ 
Pioneer Hi-Bred. In this collaboration, Maxygen will utilize its MolecularBreeding™ technologies
to generate novel genes for the development of specific crop protection and quality grain traits
in corn, soybeans and certain other crops. Maxygen will receive committed license fees and
research and technology development funding. In addition, Maxygen may receive milestone
payments and royalties on future product sales.

In June 1999, Maxygen entered into a five-year strategic collaboration with AstraZeneca to 
improve the yield and quality of several of AstraZeneca’s strategic crops. Under this collabora-
tion, Maxygen will receive research and development funding and technology advancement
funding over a five-year period. In addition, Maxygen may receive milestone payments and 
royalties on future product sales.

Together with its collaborators, Maxygen is working on a broad portfolio of potential products in
areas of yield improvement and quality traits. Maxygen has retained significant rights to 
develop and market certain applications of the products resulting from these collaborations. 
In addition to the existing collaborations, Maxygen is currently pursuing independent develop-
ment of high-value agricultural products, and intends to enter into additional strategic alliances
with leading agriculture companies. 

Today’s agricultural biotechnology market is estimated at approximately $1 billion. It is expect-
ed to grow to approximately $6 billion by 2005. Over the past decade, biotechnology has 
been used to provide protection from herbicides, diseases and pests, resulting in impressive 
increases in crop yield. The need for increased crop yield and the desire to move away from
chemical pesticides have combined with the sequencing of plant and insect genomes to 
provide significant growth in agricultural biotechnology. 

In addition to yield improvement, the agricultural industry is investing heavily in biotechnology
to develop crops with improved qualities such as higher oil content and enhanced nutritional
value for human food or animal feed. 

A third area with great market potential is the use of plants as “factories,” where the plant pro-
duces a substance that has commercial value, generally when processed and separated from
the plant and sold as a pure preparation. Plants can potentially be used to manufacture 
pharmaceutical products or other high-value chemicals. 

Maxygen believes its MolecularBreeding™ technologies can be used to create numerous com-
mercial opportunities in crop protection and improved plant quality traits. Maxygen is 
developing multiple commercial products for the agriculture industry through commercial 
collaborations with two of the world’s leading agriculture companies, AstraZeneca and DuPont/
Pioneer Hi-Bred. From these collaborations Maxygen has committed funding of over $66 million
and may receive milestone payments of over $145 million based on the accomplishment of 
specific performance criteria, as well as royalties on product sales. 

AGRICULTURE 
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A REVOLUTIONARY IDEA 
IS ONLY AS GOOD AS

THE PEOPLE WHO 
BRING IT TO FRUITION

MAXYGEN BENEFITS FROM DECADES OF 
KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE IN CREATING VALUE 

THROUGH PLATFORM TECHNOLOGIES – 
TO MITIGATE RISK AND INCREASE REWARDS.



MAXYFOLK Maxygen has hired a multidisciplinary team of scientists, lawyers,
and businesspeople who are responsible for the success of 
the Company.
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The Search for a New Paradigm. It is a pleasure to send to the shareholders of Maxygen this
Annual Report, our first as a public company. While 1999 was a year of significant achieve-
ments for Maxygen as described below, I would like to begin by taking a moment to reflect on
the origins of our MolecularBreeding™ technologies. Our technology platform is modern, but its
roots extend back for centuries.

In 1637, René Descartes, the French philosopher, set forth the Cartesian rules of “rational”
inquiry. Descartes wrote that in order to understand a complex phenomenon, one should first
study and understand the simplest and smallest parts. Once the smallest parts are “understood,”
it should be possible to intellectually synthesize their interaction to create an understanding 
of the “whole.” This is the scientific method that has been the basis of most biotechnology and
genomics. The “rational” approach has been to study the biochemical and structural details of
potential products and then attempt to improve the potential products using “rational” rules for
redesign – integrating our knowledge of the parts to create a new “whole.”

Unfortunately, what works in philosophy does not always work in science. In the absence of
“rules” (or “instructions”) as to how complex biological systems work, the process of product
development is both costly and slow. The complexities of Nature do not subdivide into easily
understood parts, and the interactions among the parts are too complex for “rational” analysis.
This is the dilemma that Maxygen’s technologies can address – by using the process of Nature
without the need to understand each of the individual “parts” and how they interact.

Maxygen’s Pragmatic Approach to Creating Valuable Products. MolecularBreeding™ is based on the
same principles of breeding that have been used by countless generations of breeders of better
plants and animals. It is a pragmatic and results-driven technology that combines the well
understood concepts of breeding, together with the tools of molecular biology while leveraging
the genetic information being created through genomics. Maxygen has captured Nature’s way
of generating genetic diversity. This novel genetic diversity is then screened for the desired
improved properties, and the best variants form the basis for the breeding of the next genera-
tion. This process drives the properties of the gene or expressed protein to the level required
for successful commercialization. We have established a proven technology platform for rapid

TO OUR SHAREHOLDERS

generation of the principal targets of the biotechnology industry: genes and their expressed 
proteins, metabolic pathways, plasmids and even whole bacteria for fermentation.

The impact of this philosophical change in how we approach product opportunities in the life
sciences is only now becoming visible to the scientific and business community. We can improve
on what exists without needing to spend time and money attempting to understand how it works
in Nature. Knowledge of the mechanism of action is not required. It is Maxygen’s experience
that prejudicial assumptions on what the best solutions will be are impediments to rapid and
efficient generation of multiple novel solutions. Indeed, at Maxygen we are constantly humbled
by the diversity of successful solutions generated from the application of MolecularBreeding,™

none of which could have been generated or predicted using traditional scientific methods, or
by alternative technologies in such short time and low cost. The results we have generated over
the last seven years repeatedly illustrate many different and totally surprising success-
ful solutions. Nature is, indeed, much more complex than generally recognized, but it has 
provided us with a pragmatic approach to its efficient improvement. Remember, the fastest
horses in the world were bred by practical folk with good eyes, without the knowledge of horse
genetics and biochemistry. 

The breadth of Maxygen’s technology allows us to efficiently address a number of multi-billion
dollar industries. Maxygen’s current targeted business areas include Chemicals, Agriculture,
Vaccines and Protein Pharmaceuticals. Tomorrow’s target areas could include any commercial
field where a gene, protein or metabolic pathway is used, and could include biotechnology-
derived products for the electronics industry, biosensors, bio-engineered nano-systems, or even
bio-mining.

MolecularBreeding™ could dramatically enhance the efficiency of identifying novel high-value
product opportunities. The products could include pharmaceutical proteins, enzymes for drug
or chemical manufacturing processes, metabolic pathways for synthesis of complex and valuable
natural compounds such as antibiotics or cancer treatments, or bacterial proteins that will 
confer disease resistance to a commercial crop. At Maxygen, fewer people are working to 
deliver several high-quality leads in less time and lower cost than traditional technologies,
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Letter from the President

which up to now has provided the engine of lead discovery in biotechnology. Our proprietary
technology, MolecularBreeding,™ allows us to spend less to make more. 155 total staff at
Maxygen, 105 of them scientists, currently pursue over 40 product opportunities.  

The staff at Maxygen is very special. All of our scientists, by definition, come from a healthy
training in the traditional “rational” approach to generation of scientific advances. Scientists
are naturally skeptical. Change is not embraced for its own sake. At Maxygen, our employees
are all converts to the holistic approach of MolecularBreeding™ simply because it works again
and again, yielding novel results. That is one change that is readily embraced! We all share a
vision for Maxygen of sustained growth based on repeated success in generation of novel pro-
prietary products using MolecularBreeding.™

1999 in Review. Looking back on 1999, Maxygen delivered several important accomplishments.
We successfully established three major strategic collaborations: Dupont/Pioneer Hi-Bred in
January, DSM in March and AstraZeneca in June. We further validated our ability to manipulate
metabolic pathways in a collaboration with Pfizer and received a milestone payment for 
successfully providing them improved strains for use in pharmaceutical manufacturing. Our
work in the vaccines area was recognized through receipt of additional grants from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology – Advanced Technology Program (NIST – ATP) and the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) bringing the total amount of Maxygen’s
grant funding to $27 million. Maxygen complemented its broad intellectual property position
with the exclusive licensing of certain patent rights relating to directed molecular evolution
technologies from the California Institute of Technology. Also in 1999, Maxygen further validat-
ed its proprietary technologies by publishing numerous applications of MolecularBreeding™ in
several leading scientific publications.

As a result of our success in establishing strategic collaborations and grants, we increased our
revenue by over 400% from $2.7 million in 1998 to over $14 million in 1999. We raised 
$20 million in a private round of financing in June, and raised over $100 million in our Initial
Public Offering in December. We also maintained a balance between financial resources 
and controlled growth that was reflected in our net burn rate of $6 million on $27 million in 
operating expenses.

Operationally, Maxygen made great strides in 1999 by growing the Company from 74 employees
in 1998 to 143 employees by the end of 1999, providing additional strength to its leadership
teams in research and development, business, legal, and intellectual property. We made several
additions to our senior management team in 1999 including Michael Rabson, Ph.D. as General
Counsel and Senior Vice President of Legal Affairs, John Bedbrook, Ph.D., as President of
Agriculture, Howard Simon, as Vice President of Human Resources and Administration, Stuart
Pollard, Ph.D., as Director of Protein Pharmaceutical Business Development, and Keith Powell,
Ph.D., as Vice President of Chemicals and Core Technology. We also moved into two new build-
ings totaling 47,880 square feet in Redwood City, California.  

In conclusion, it has been my privilege to serve Maxygen as President and CEO during the last
year. My colleagues and friends in all departments are to be thanked for their wonderful advances
in our technology base, continuous strengthening of our intellectual property estate, the hard
work of all in administrative infrastructure, the generation of our business development 
opportunities and initiation of major strategic collaborations and, of course, the success of our
IPO. I am also grateful to our shareholders for their commitment to the MolecularBreeding™

revolution and our shared vision of the tremendous value that Maxygen will bring through devel-
opment of high-value products for multiple industries. The outstanding success that Maxygen
achieved in the past year is but a single step in the right direction towards our long-term vision
to pioneer the new industrial revolution, providing a continuous stream of scientific advances
and novel products that improve life on earth.  

Sincerely,

Russell Howard
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Year Ended December 31,

(in thousands, except per share data) 1997 1998 1999

Statement of Operations Data
Collaborative research and development revenue $ 341 $    1,077 $    8,895

Grant revenue — 1,646 5,122

Total revenues 341 2,723 14,017

Operating expenses:
Research and development 1 2,757 7,207 15,252

General and administrative 2 915 3,010 4,997

Stock compensation expense 863 1,561 6,499

Total operating expenses 4,535 11,778 26,748

Loss from operations (4,194) (9,055) (12,731)

Net interest income 161 229 1,413

Net loss (4,033) (8,826) (11,318)

Deemed dividend upon issuance of convertible 
preferred stock — — (2,200)

Net loss attributable to common stockholders $ (4,033) $   (8,826) $ (13,518)

Basic and diluted net loss per share 3 $ (0.82) $ (1.31) $     (1.53)

Shares used in computing basic and diluted 
net loss per share 3 4,917 6,748 8,854

Pro forma basic and diluted net loss per share 4 $ (0.75) $ (0.74)

Shares used in computing pro forma basic and 
diluted net loss per share 4 11,762 18,249

December 31,

(in thousands) 1997 1998 1999

Balance Sheet Data
Cash and cash equivalents $ 2,693 $ 15,306 $ 136,343

Working capital 2,152 12,264 132,510

Total assets 3,154 17,600 145,578

Non-current portion of equipment 
financing obligations — — 1,664

Accumulated deficit (4,033) (12,859) (24,177)

Stockholders’ equity 2,571 11,700 133,716

1 Excludes charges for stock compensation of $317, $651 and $3,998 in 1997, 1998 and 1999, respectively.
2 Excludes charges for stock compensation of $546, $910 and $2,501 in 1997, 1998 and 1999, respectively.
3 Includes stock compensation expense.
4 Pro forma net loss per share information gives effect to the conversion of all convertible preferred stock 

outstanding from the date of issuance and includes stock compensation expense. 

Maxygen
Founded

1996

Affymetrix
Founded

1991

Symyx
Founded

1993

ALZA
Founded

1968

Affymax
Founded

1988

DNAX
Founded

1980

THE ZAFFARONI 
FAMILY TREE

Maxygen benefits from the expertise of its founders in the devel-
opment of successful biotechnology companies which pioneer and
lead new industries. Dr. Zaffaroni has been responsible for the
growth and development of several successful biotechnology and
pharmaceutical companies, starting with his experience at Syntex
and the subsequent founding of ALZA, DNAX, Affymax, Affymetrix,
Symyx, and most recently Maxygen.

SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
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Board of Directors

Isaac Stein
Chairman 

Robert Glaser
Director

M.R.C. Greenwood
Director

Adrian Hennah
Director

George Poste
Director

Gordon Ringold 
Director

Julian Stern
Secretary

Management Team

Russell Howard
President and 
Chief Executive Officer

Simba Gill
Chief Financial Officer and
Senior Vice President of
Business Development

Michael Rabson
General Counsel and
Senior Vice President of
Legal Affairs

Pim Stemmer
Vice President of Research

John Bedbrook
President
Maxygen Agriculture

Norm Kruse
Director of Intellectual
Property

Howard Simon
Vice President
Human Resources and
Administration

Scientific Advisory Board

Alejandro Zaffaroni
Baruch S. Blumberg
Arthur Kornberg
Joshua Lederberg
Frances Arnold

Maxygen Corporate Directory
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Maxygen, Inc. 

515 Galveston Drive 
Redwood City, CA 94063 
Tel 650 298.5300
Fax 650 364.2715
www.maxygen.com

All statements in this annual report that
are not historical are forward-looking
statements within the meaning of the
“safe harbor” provisions of the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
These forward-looking statements are
subject to risks and uncertainties which
may effect Maxygen’s business, financial
condition and/or results of operation.
Such risks are discussed in Maxygen’s
Registration Statements on Form S-1
filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”) on December 15,
1999 and March 20, 2000 and in
Maxygen’s periodic reports filed with
SEC. Additional risks and uncertainties
not presently known to us or which we
currently deem immaterial may also
impair our business operations. Maxygen
expressly disclaims any obligation or
undertaking to release publicly any
updates or revisions to any forward-
looking statements contained herein 
to reflect any change in Maxygen’s 
expectations with regard thereto or any
change in events, conditions, or circum-
stances on which any such statements
are based. MolecularBreeding,TM

DNAShuffling,TM MaxyScanTM and Maxygen
are trademarks used by Maxygen.




